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KUNSTAREAL MUNICH

Mission Statement Kunstareal Munich
5,000 years of culture history
Art x culture x knowledge = Experience3

The Kunstareal Munich lies right in the heart of Munich, and with its museums, 
cultural institutions and universities it is one of Europeʼs most important culture 
locations. On an area of 500 x 500 meters, right in the busy district of Maxvorstadt, 
visitors will find a unique combination of art, culture, knowledge and learning. On 
a densely-knit space, located here are a total of 31 institutions (of which 18 are 
museum collections), six universities, numerous cultural institutes and libraries, plus 
more than 40 galleries. The Kunstareal boasts a store of knowledge and learning 
gathered over more than 5,000 years, and offers a structural and cultural heritage of 
200 years of lively culture policy. 

The cultural tours through the Kunstareal illustrate countless architectural and  
cultural highlights. The renowned Bavarian State Painting Collections (Bayerische  
Staatsgemäldesammlungen) interconnect through four museums: the Alte Pinakothek, 
the Neue Pinakothek, the Pinakothek der Moderne, and the Museum Brandhorst. 
These enthrall interested visitors and experts alike with their offering of the most 
splendid works of art, from the Late Middle Ages to the present day. The Glyptothek 
and the Academy of Fine Arts or the impressive new building of the State Museum 
of Egyptian Art are all part of the Kunstareal, as are the science institutions with 
the Paleontological Museum, the Haus der Kristalle, and the Nazi Documentation 
Center opened in 2015. The latter is the central point of learning about the history of 
National Socialism.

Embedded in the lively surroundings of Maxvorstadt with its trendy street cafés and 
restaurants, beautiful green areas, as well as historical and landmarked gardens,  
a visit to Munichʼs Kunstareal is an unforgettable experience for all – big, small, old, 
young, and not just culture aficionados!

Locations 31 institutions in Munich, Maxvorstadt

When The next Kunstareal Festival will take place on the 13th and 14th of July 2019.

Events Kunstareal Festival 2019: More than 150 program items on one weekend, with multilingual 
tours for all age groups, open air workshops, music, performances, walking acts 
and much, much more. For further information, visit: www.kunstareal.de.

Prices Kunstareal Festival 2019: Free admission to all 31 Kunstareal museums and institutions

Information & contact Dr. Alexandra von Arnim
Tel: +49 (0)89 23805 1203
Mobil: +49 (0)173 243 7285
alexandra.von.arnim@kunstareal.de

Office
Kunstareal München
Briennerstr. 21
80333 München

Postal address
Geschäftsstelle Kunstareal München
c/o Die Neue Sammlung
Türkenstr. 15
80333 München


